
How do we know where to find more information?



01 Wiki Rabbit Hole
Travel through topics



Wiki Rabbit Hole

Start on the Wikipedia page for St. 
Patrick’s High School (Ottawa)

You have 2 minutes to get as far 
from the original topic as possible 
only by clicking the in-text links. 

Where did you end up?

Illustration of a wiki rabbit hole for 
‘t-shirt’



When we read a nonfiction text, how do we find 
more information about the same topic, or 
information about something they mention? 

What do Wiki Rabbit Holes have to do with Research?
By following the information paths!

 In her essay “What Is  To Be Done”, Ruth 
Wilson Gilmore states, “there’s 
something irresistible in talking about 
the present”. 

“there’s something irresistible in 
talking about the present” 
(Gilmore, pg. 246) . 

Gilmore, Ruth Wilson. “What is To  Be 
Done”, American Quarterly, June 2011, Vol 
63, pp. 245-265. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/41237545 
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02 LET’S TRY IT
Reading for research



READING FOR RESEARCH

Let’s read through ‘Can Television Be 
Considered Literature and Taught in 
English Classrooms?” 

Find where the author tells us where we 
can go to do more research about the 
relationship between television and 
literature. Highlight them in yellow. 

List of sources:
● Jason Mitchell notes in his book Complex TV,
● As Thomas Doherty put it in the Chronicle of 

Higher Education,
● Websites like the A.V. Club recap TV shows daily,
● conversations about current TV fill popular 

websites like Reddit and Tumblr.
● The National Endowment for the Arts
● A 2013 study done at Tohoku University in Japan
● a study at Emory University

If we go and find these texts/studies, we can learn more about the topic. 
They’d likely cite or mention more places for more information, and on 
and on it would go – just like a Wikipedia Rabbit Hole 



03 YOUR TURN
Reading for research



Pick one of the three 
articles available to you

CHOOSE AN ARTICLE

YOUR TURN: PRACTICE

0201

Read through and 
annotate the article

READ & ANNOTATE

Make a list of sources 
mentioned in the article 
where you can go for 
more information

LIST & VISIT SOURCES
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